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The absorption of ultrasound (of frequency w = sk) by small groups of charge carriers in conductors placed 
in a strong magnetic field is studied theoretically for distances between the Landau levels of the order of 
the Fermi energy /-I-(H). For electron spectrum models corresponding to singly connected Fermi surfaces, 
the creation of a new cavity and overlapping of electron and hole bands, we have determined the 
absorption peak that arises at /-I- (H) = (ms-hk12)2/2m. No absorption occurs at smaller band depths. 

PACS numbers: 71.30.Hr 

The contribution of small groups of conduction elec
trons to the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of 
conducting crystals has been studied intensively in 
recent years. The possibility of easy variation of the 
characteristics of the small groups by changes in the 
pressure, concentration of impurities, etc., has stimu
lated the search for effects that are sensitive to such 
changes. Davydov and Kaganov[lJ investigated the fea
tures of ultrasonic absorption in metals near an elec
tron transition of order 2 Y2.l2J On the other hand, the 
ultraquantum limit can be achieved in an external mag
netic field for small groups of electrons. In this case, 
the distance between the Landau levels becomes of the 
order of the Fermi energy. This leads to an interesting 
dependence of the sound absorption coefficient on the 
magnetic field and the concentration of charge carriers; 
the purpose of the current work is to obtain this depend
ence. 

1) In a quantizing magnetic field, the sound absorp
tion coefficient can be calculated from perturbation 
theory, in accord with[3]: 

n ~ { (e'-11 ) ( 8.'-11)} r= puo'oo V .i....l 1 -T- -I -T- IM •• ,I'/I(e.'-e.-lioo), 
a;,a.' 

where p and V are the denSity and volume, respec
tively, of the sample, f(x) = (1 + eXt l is the Fermi 
function, and (Y. is the set of quantum numbers of the 
electron n, PH, a. If the sound wave u = Uo exp (ikz 

(1 ) 

- iwt) is propagated along the magnetic field H, then 
the square of the matrix element of deformation 1) inter
action of the electrons with the sound does not depend 
on H: 

IM.a'I'= I (a I A"u"o exp (ikz) la'> 1'= IA.u,,'I'/ln, n,/I., .,Ilp".", p,'. (2) 

In what follows, we shall be interested in the case of 
such strong magnetic fields that not more than one 
Landau level will be located below the Fermi level for 
the given group of electrons: tm == eli/mc ~ ~€F (~€F 
is the depth of the band for H = 0). Then the absorption 
coefficient for low temperatures, T « tin, is simply 

r=r, 2~ {/[ fl-;(H) ]-1 [H/i;-11(H) n, (3) 

and is completely determined by the value of the chemi
cal potential J-I.( H) measured from the bottom of the 
lowest magnetic subband. The quantity r ° is the absorp
tion in the absence of a magnetic field (for ~€F > ~, 
see[lJ); for a quadratic dispersion, 

r,=m' IA.u,.' i '/2n/i'puo'k. (4 ) 

It is important that the electrons that are closer to the 
bottom of the magnetic subband €na(O) than 
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fl~en.(P") -e .. (O) 

(en.(p,o+/ik) -e .. (p,,) =/ioo) , 
(5) 

cannot absorb a sound quantum of frequency w = sk by 
virtue of the conservation laws. 

2. In the simplest case which, however, is achieved 
in some semiconductors, there is just one band of car
riers: 

en, ± (p,) =p,'/2m+(n+1/,)/iQ±11BH (6) 

(J-I.B = eti/2msc is the Bohr magneton). Since only the 
region near the bottom (pz ~ PzO is important for 
sound absorption, as follows from (5), the quadratic 
dispersion is a sufficient apprOximation; generalization 
to the anisotropiC case is obvious. 

The function J-I.(H) is, as usual, found from the condi
tion of conservation of the concentration of the electrons 
in the magnetic field, N(J-I., T, H) = N(J-I., T, 0). If the 
electron gas is degenerate at H = 0 (J..I.o» T), then at 
high fields, tin > J-I.o, and we get 

fl (H) ""16110'/9 (kQ)', 110'/ (/iQ) '::;, T, (7a) 

'" 11(ll)""Tln( 8_ 110 _), 11o'/(/iQ)'q;::T. 
31n /iQ1T 

(7b) 

Substitution of (7) in (3) gives the sound absorption coef
ficient as a function of the magnetic field, the tempera
ture and the electron concentration; the result turns out 
to be different, depending on the ratio of the quantities 
llW and T. In the case of high frequencies (tiw» T), 

f II { (fl 1611,') (fl+/iOO 16!to')} 
r(H) _ 200 f T- 9(/iQ)'T -I -T-- 9(/iQ)'T (8a) 

-r,--l (4/31;:;:) (11:'/lioo{T)exp(-MT). (8b) 

The absorption is exponentially small when J-I. (H) > ~ 
+ tiw; thereafter, it increases and depends linearly on 
H for ~ + tiw > J-I.( H) > ~; to the right of this region, if 
~ » T, it again falls off to the constant value (8b). 

In the opposite case, when tiw « T, if ~» T, the 
dependence r (H) has the form of a sharp peak for 
J-I.( H) = ~, i.e., this is none other than the last quantum 
oscillation of the absorption, the shape of which, how
ever, differs from the quasiclassical case;raJ 

r(H) sr C 2i- 9(/iQ)'T ' l/iQ h-' [ fl 8 !to' ] (9a)' 
--"" ro -

(4/31n) (11o/T) V'exp(-MT). (9b) 

We note that the absorption in a strong magnetic field 
(tin)2 » J-I.~/T is not necessarily small, since it can 
turn out for given T and w that the "absorption 
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region" (5), PzO = ms - fik/2 is very close to the bot
tom of the band: 

L1= (ms-likI2)'/2m<.T. (10) 

Then, as is seen from Eqs. (8) and (9), the sound ab
sorption coefficient in strong fields comes out from 
saturation and becomes much larger than in the absence 
of the magnetic field (see Fig. 1). 

In the frequency dependence, r has a sharp maximum 
for w = 2ms2/fi, if fiw » T. : 

3. We now consider the situation that is characteris
tic for metals near an electronic transition of order 
27'2 under pressure,c2] when, a new cavity of the Fermi 
surface is formed at EF = Ek. The result of Davydov 
and Kaganov[l] can easily be generalized to the case of 
an external magnetic field. 

In a sufficiently strong field, for the new band, 

e=e. +p,'/2m+ (n+' I,) fiQ±Il.H, 

the ultraquantum limit is reached, while the remaining 
electrons can be described quasiclassically: 

(11) 

Then, solving the equation (N(H) = N(O), we can easily 
show that the chemical potential "does not feel" the 
small group of electrons, with accuracy to n/N 
= 81T(2mZ)3!2/3Ntis; since EF »fin, the chemical poten
tial does not depend on the magnetic field: 

IIl-eFI-fiQ(IiQ/eF)"'. 

NOW, substituting the value of the chemical potential 
(calculated from the bottom of the new band) in (3), 

11 (H) =Z-aH, 
(12) 

we obtain the contribution to the absorption coefficient 
due to this band: 

t f,(Q/2w)exp«Z-L1-aH)IT), Z-aH<L1, 

L1r", r.(Ql2w), L1<Z-aH<L1+fiw, 

r,(Q/2oo) exp «L1+fiw+aH-Z) IT), L1+liw<Z-aH, 
L1=(ms-fikI2)'/2m, Iiw':i>T. (13 ) 

The dependence of 6.t on Z has the form of a rectangu
lar pulse of height of the order of the maximal sound 
absorption by the remaining electrons. If the bottom of 
the new band is shifted in the magnetic field, the absorp-

[J !J.F{Z)/IO 
2eo ------

------

" 
~·~-----------====-'H 

FIG. 1 FIG. 2 

FIG. 1. Dependence of the absorption on the magnetic field for 
liw ~ T (curve I) and liw ~ T (curve 2). The dashed lines indicate the 
case.a. ~ T; 71 = 2p.0312/3Iiwy.a., 72 = p.0312/6T y.a.. 

FIG. 2. Sound absorption by electrons of the new cavity as a func
tion of distance from the Fermilevel in the cases liw ~ T (curve I) and 
liw ~ T (curve 2), ZI = .a. + aH, Z2 d = .a. + liw + aH. 
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tion edge shifts by aH in comparison with the case 
H = O. 

If fiw « T, then the new cavity gives an aborption 
spike of the following form for Z - aH = 6. (Fig. 2): 

L1r""r fiQ ch-' (Z-aH-L1) 
• 8T 2T' 

(14) 

The contribution of the small group of electrons to 
the sound absorption is easily separated experimentally 
if, as usual, their effective mass is small (m « M) 
since the absorption by the remaining electrons depends 
monotonically on Hand Z 2) 

If efiH/Mc > T nevertheless, the dependence (13) or 
(14) will modulate the more rapid oscillations of 
r(Z, H) due to the quantization of the energy of the elec
trons of the large bands. 

4. Another type of conductor, for which the ultra
quantum limit can be achieved in comparatively small 
magnetic fields, is the case of a semimetal of the bis
muth type, with overlap of electron and hole bands: 

e,=E,+ (-1)'[p,.'/2mi+(ni+'I,±m;{2m,,) fiQ,], (15) 
i=1. 2, L1E=E,-E2>0. 

Since the sound "absorption region" (Pzi ~ PzOi) is 
close to the bottom of the magnetic subband, we limit 
ourselves here to the quadratic dispersion law. 

In a sufficiently strong field (fini ~ 6.E) only one 
Landau level remains in each of the bands; here the 
sound absorption coefficient is the sum (for electrons 
and holes) of the functions (3), in which the position of 
the Fermi level relative to the bottom of each of the 
bands is determined from the condition NI(H) = H2(H): 

m" [ ~ IiQ, ( m, )] 11", (H) = -----'-- L1E- £... --- 1--, . 
~ 2 m .. 

(16) 
~mi 

If, in accord with[4], ~(mi/msi) < 2 and the overlap of 
the bands decreases in the magnetic field, the depend
ence r (H) is the sum of spikes of the form (13) for 
fiw » T or (14) for fiw « T, falling off sharply when the 
depth of each of the bands is comparable with 

L1,= (m,s-fikI2)'/2m,. (17) 

In large fields (or small depth of the bands), the charge 
carriers practically do not interact with the sound wave 
and the total absorption is equal to the lattice absorp
tion, as in a dielectric. 

It must be remarked that a single-electron descrip
tion can turn out to be inadequate near the "semi-metal
dielectric" transition,l4,5] But, relative to sound, such 
a transition, as has been shown, takes place before the 
overlap of the bands disappears, which allows us to 
rely at least on the qualitative validity of the result. 3) 

5. The effects considered above should take place 
upon satisfaction of the inequalities 

fiQ>L1eF> (ms'; fi'k'lm) ':i>T, (18) 

where the parentheses denote the larger of the quanti
ties enclosed in them. Account of scattering by the 
carriers with the help of the Dingle factor[ 6] leads to 
the replacement of T by T + fi/2T, where T is the time 
of free flight. Inasmuch as the effective mass of the 
carriers of the small groups is usually small (m ~ 0.1-
0.01 mo), in the case of hypersound, w ~ 1010 sec· l ) the 
inequality (18) yields H ~ 104 Oe, T ~ 10 K, T :s 10'11 sec. 
Thus, in the presence of small groups of charge car-
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riers, the magnetoacoustic effects turn out to be quite 
accessible to observation in the ultraquantum limit. 

Such experiments can give information on the 
parameters of the electron energy spectrum, which de
termines the location of the anomalies in the resultant 
dependences of r on H and €F. We need only take it 
into account that the anisotropy of the Fermi surface 
ieads to a replacement of m by mz in the quantity t:.. 
(see (10)) and by ml = (mxmy)l/2 in the quantity 0, if 
the sound propagates along the symmetry axis of the 
crystal. The shift in the magnetic field of the jump 
r ( € F) in the formation of a new band can make easier 
the observations of transitions of order 2Y2 under pres
sure, since it is difficult to change the latter smoothly 
over wide limits. 

The author takes this opportunity to thank M. I. 
Kaganov, Y. G. Peschanskil and K. B. Tolpygo for inter
est in the work and useful consultations, and also E. I. 
Ukraintsev, who discussed the formulation of the prob
lem. 

I) Account of other interaction mechanisms, for example, the piezo
electric one, would lead only to a change in the value of the matrix 
element. 

2)We note that in the anisotropic case r rfX mlmz and therefore smallness 
of only the transverse mass is required; the relative value of the jump 
.6.r does not contain the small parameter mllMl. 
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3)The effective 'masses are usually small in semimetals and the dielectric 
constant eo is large, so that at frequencies w ~ 1010 sec-I, .6. ~ h2k2/m. 
~ me4/e02h2 and, according to [5] the Coulomb interaction is small. 
It also follows from [5] that the interband coupling is unimportant in 
the given case (the extrema of the bands at different points of p-space). 
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